
If you want to increase your 
creative output, call the 
Inspiration to Creation Coach.

Nina Amir can help you
Achieve
More 
Inspired
Results.

Popular Speech Titles:
 X How to Blog Your Way to a Book Deal

 X Prepping Yourself & Your Book Idea for Success

 X From Inspiration to Creation of an Idea

 X How to Become an Author of Change

Nina Amir helps people from all walks of life 
combine their passion and purpose so they open 
channels of creativity, become effective ideators and 
take inspired action to change dreams into realities. 
She helps her audiences, clients and readers 
positively and meaningfully impact the world as 
writers, bloggers, authorpreneurs, blogpreneurs. She 
also helps entrepreneurs boost their businesses and 
expert status with books and blogs. 

A bestselling author as well as an author, book and 
blog coach, speaker, seminar leader, and blogger, 
Nina is a popular guest on radio and podcast 
shows. She appeared as a regular guest on Michael 
Dresser’s radio show for six months and on the 
Conversations with Mrs. Claus podcast for two years.

Nina speaks at many writers’ conferences, including 
the San Francisco Writers’ Conference, Writer’s Digest 
Conference, The San Miguel Writers’ Conference, 
Book Expo America’s uPubU, for organizations and 
for universities, such as Stanford, UC Davis, UC 
Berkeley and Northwest Institute of Literary Arts.

It’s time to get 
inspired!

It’s time to create!
To book an interview, 

speech or media 
appearance:

Nina@ninaamir.com
408-353-1943

www.ninaamir.com

Bestselling Author, Award-Winning Blogger, Speaker

“Conference attendees love Nina!  
She brings her experience, wealth of 

information, warmth, and inspirational 
message to each well-conceived topic she 

presents. We are excited to have her teach at 
our event again next year.”

—Nancy Rubin Stuart, Executive Director,  
Cape Cod Writers’ Conference

“If you want a show that will capture an audience, Nina Amir is your answer! 
She is engaging and, most importantly, entertaining! She has a way of 
capturing the attention of an audience that you 
don’t get to experience every day. She has been a 
repeat guest on my show and always will be.”
—Michael Dresser, The Michael Dresser Show



Here’s what people say about Nina Amir’s speaking appearances:

“The interview I conducted with Nina was one of my favorites. 
She offers a wealth of information on a range of topics—writing, 
publishing, blogging, creativity, and inspiration—in a down-to-earth 
and personable style. She’s a great guest for any podcast!”

 —Brian Felsen, Founder of Bookbaby

“Nina is an outstanding wealth of knowledge. Everything she presents 
is useable and doable. Definitely five stars!”

—Jane Fleming, M.S.

“Evidence that you were a hit lies in the many people who actively 
scribbled notes to accompany your excellent hand-outs. Because of 
you, our good meeting blossomed into an exceptional one”

—Ed Miracle, President of the Tri-Valley Branch  
of the California Writer’s Club

“If you want to do it fast, or even do it at all, Nina can help you get going.”
—Wanda Sue Parrott

“Nina Amir is by far, one of the best guests I’ve had on my podcast. 
She knows her stuff and presents the topic in a clear manner that 
makes it easy to grasp. Nina not only presented fantastic content, the 
information she provided was extremely motivating and inspiring. I got 
great feedback from listeners and was motivated myself to take action 
after interviewing Nina.”

—Rebecca Haley Livermore, Owner of  
Professional Content Creation

“One of the best parts of Nina Amir’s speaking style is that she makes 
the audience feel that what she does is something that they can do. 
As she shares her way towards finding a common ground with her 
listeners, her clarity and easy pace depicts her as a considerate and 
confident person; the kind of person that you want to listen to. In 
sharing the ups and downs of her own process, she makes the journey 
to success seem less bumpy. By mixing story telling with process, she 
helps the audience share her point of view, and capture a vision of 
what they can accomplish with her advice.”

—Dr. Ralph DeAmicis, Professional Speaker and Author

“Nina is such an expert! She motivates, instructs, and inspires writers to 
actually move from idea to blog to book!”

—Trudy Triner

“Nina gave one of the best presentations at the 2012 San Francisco 
Writers Conference! So informative and great content.”

—Cheryl P. Derricotte

Nina Amir is a knowledgeable and dynamic speaker.”
—Robb Lightfoot

““Nina was an entertaining speaker who packed a lot of valuable 
information into an hour’s presentation. I look forward to attending a 
full-day workshop.”

—Sharon Svitak

“Nina Amir speaks from her heart to share and inform others. I would 
love to hear more from her.”

—Rev. Regina Richmond

“Nina Amir’s workshop on proposal writing was invaluable to me in 
clarifying my idea for a book. Her nine steps helped me organize my 
fuzzy bundle of ideas into a chapter-by-chapter guide. Now I feel 
motivated to write.”

—Ellen Greene

“This workshop was amazing and filled with incredible information 
that helped me structure my book. Nina really covers all aspects of 
writing, publishing, and promoting very thoroughly. I am confident I 
now have the skills to become a successful author.”

—Nadia Shapiro

“I attended Nina’s class at a point when I thought it was too early to 
begin my book(s). The process and format she used for the course were 
extremely helpful and thought provoking. I especially appreciated 
having her expertise available for personal feedback on writing and 
exercises . . . I am leaving with an excitement and familiarity that is 
new and very satisfying.”

—Dr. Marilyn Moss

“Nina Amir is a knowledgeable and engaging speaker. The information 
I learned from her workshop motivated and inspired me. I can’t wait to 
get back to work on my manuscript knowing what I now know.”

—Charity Anais

“Nina Amir has the ‘right stuff.’ Her presentations are focused and 
professional, and you will leave with the information you need to 
complete your book.”

—Stephanie Taylor

“I’ve been thinking of writing a book for some time. Nina’s workshop 
gave me very direct ideas, suggestions and direction to get going.” 

—Caroline Elliott, RN

“Excellent presentation! Clear, informative and entertaining.”

—David Book


